Internet technology has given Banks the opportunity to provide customers robust, convenient and flexible banking services including, but not limited to fund transfers, account checking and payment of bills. Despite these huge benefits, e-banking has given rise to so many security concerns arising from countless threats. The rise in security threats against e-banking has caused a decline in the use of online banking and has negatively affected customer confidence in the ability of banks to protect their money and information and are looking up to the banks to fix the problems. This research, Improved Online Security Framework for e-banking services is geared towards developing an improved security framework that solves the issues of authentication, confidentiality, integrity and non-repudiation as it pertains to online banking attacks. Data was collected from primary and secondary sources ranging from interviewing relevant stakeholders that use internet banking to consultations of related journals articles and technical reports. Design and modeling tools such as UML usecases, Entity relationship (E-R) diagrams, process flow modeling and MySQL for a robust database design were used to capture basic system functionalities and Sarjiyus et al.; JSRR, 23(1): 1-14, 2019; Article no.JSRR.47953 2 artifacts required. The entire design was implemented on Visual studio platform. Upon running and testing on a XAMPP server, the system was found to meet all design objectives and operationally effective.
INTRODUCTION
Internet banking has demonstrated a speedy and tremendous growth in recent times. It has become a key player in every business activity. A major development in this dimension is traced to the banking sector where fixed operating costs are minimized by providing un-interrupted forms of banking services [1] . Online banking is expected to grow due to the dramatically increase in using e-commerce applications in businesses by Internet users [2] .
Online banking is projected to grow geometrically because of the dramatic increase in the number of customers using e-commerce applications by adopting Internet Banking, banks can boost of having the comparative advantage of winning customer loyalty, gaining a larger share of the marketing, improving services, providing value added services, increasing efficiency and decreasing costs operationally [3] .
Internet banking has in recent times enabled banks to provide their customers relatively convenient and flexible banking, also known as e-banking or online banking. This term does not yet have a precise definition, as many researchers have defined e-banking differently. In general, e-banking refers to bank customers using the Internet to perform financial services such as financial transactions [4] . These services now come in a wide range, including but not limited to conducting fund transfers, managing a checking account, and bill payments. Additionally, e-banking enables customers to gain access to the various banking services without having to physically visit the bank [5] . Internet banking has benefited both banks and customers. The banks are benefiting because the Internet has allowed banks to cut down their operational costs in terms of decreasing physical facilities involving human resources, paperwork, and supporting staff, while the customers are benefiting because e-banking has accorded them speedy access to various financial activities, such as money transfer, payment for utility bills, checking account management [6, 7] .
As cited by Safeena [8] , bank customers can use banking in three overarching ways. The first use is to obtain simple information about services provided by the bank through its website, such as products and policies [9] . The second and third uses are simple and advanced transactions, respectively. Transactional websites are types of Internet banking that enable customers to expressly conduct simple transactions, such as account inquiry. The Simple transactions do not allow users to transfer funds. An advanced transactional website allows customers to transfer funds and access other online financial services and conduct other types of transactions. Today, many countries have integrated the use of the Internet into their traditional banking system. Since the advent of the Internet technology, many banks around the globe are offering Internet services, for instance, Bank of America, Zenith Bank in Nigeria, Citibank, Nations Bank, etc., [10] . These banks offer their customers convenience and flexibility of use, thus contributing to the growth of the bank and popularity of e-banking.
Despite numerous benefits that banks are offering to their customers through online services, online banking has also raised many security issues [11] . Computer hackers, who are persons with specialized skills in illegally breaking into a system or a network for malicious purposes, have developed a variety of elusive methods for stealing online bankers' money. Although there are many advantages of online banking, these security issues often discourage customers from using it, as many customers have found that using e-banking could make their money and other valuable assets prone to risk [11, 12] . Since most banks are now offering services to their customers through the Internet, an increasing number of hackers have found it worthwhile and appealing to dedicate their time to carry out fraudulent activities through online banking system. It has been observed in many research studies that security issues, such as "phishing attacks," have been used by hackers to breach customers' e-banking accounts [12, 13] .
Banks will be putting their customers at risk and eventually drive them away if they do not strengthen the security of their e-banking, as this will make customers not to trust the Internet banking system or diminish customer confidence in the system. According to Alsayed and Balgrami [14] , financial institutions should pay particular attention to securing the information of their own organization, their users, and their finances, which are all forms of sensitive information which hackers can take advantage of, by blocking every security loophole. In terms of phishing, banks must protect their users' confidential data from unauthorized individuals or groups who could inquire after users' bank accounts to conduct fraudulent and malicious activities such as stealing customers' private information, data and ultimately the money. Unfortunately, the current lack of security protection amongst most online banking is conducive to phishing attacks, for example an unprotected system may prone to virus and Trojan attacks, in that a Trojan which drops a link and appears with its class ID to be a browser helper object can intercept any user information entered into a web page even before it is encrypted and sent on transit [15] .
Online banking transactions involve sensitive customer data and are carried out via public network and this introduces challenges for security and trustworthiness. Hackers can take advantage of any security lapse on a public network and launch attacks. Hackers have become increasingly proficient in unleashing terrible attacks such as spoofing, phishing, pharming and keystroke capturing [16] . Any Internet banking technology must solve the issues of authentication in order to curb the menace of impostors by using a tamper resistant smartcard to identify legitimate users and it means the system must ensure that only legitimate persons can be granted access to online banking services; Confidentiality, which means, customer information cannot be viewed by any person accept the legitimate owner of the account. Integrity, which means the information cannot be modified by third unauthorized parties; and non-repudiation, which means, any online transactions carried out by two or more persons cannot in any way be denied by any of the parties involved [17] . All banking identification and authentication procedures may be grouped according to their tendencies resist major forms of attack such as offline credential stealing attacks, online channel breaking attacks and content manipulation (Man-in-the browser) [18] . This research focuses on designing a new online security framework that solves the issues of authenticity, confidentiality, integrity and nonrepudiation in an e-banking system.
Research Motivation
The need for stronger online security system in an Internet banking environment has become necessary to ensure customers security, confidence, and acceptance of this widely used channel for financial institutions. For instance, the standard means of user authentication such as username and password are no longer strong enough to ensure appropriate access control to customers' account and personal information. Hence, this research is motivated by need for financial institutions to be able to strengthen user authentication and address other security challenges in an online setting in order to protect customers and boost their confidence.
Conceptual Framework
The term Online Banking System can be thought to mean a service that enables customers to carry out financial transactions. Online banking can be used to implements a designed software which allows clients to have access to critical information anywhere, any time. A fundamental feature of e-banking software is its ability to track various transactions ranging from making deposits, withdrawals, to making transfers, etc. and at what period of time the transact takes place. When an internet banking system is created it gives customers the unique access and ability to maximize the use of all the unique features from anywhere without the need to physically visit the banking hall [19] . Moreover, customers have the liberty to gain access to a comprehensive overview or complete statement of their financial status and also undertake various other transactions like fund transfer. The term e-banking is used to describe the new age banking technology [18] . E-banking is synonymous with online banking which is an off shoot of PC banking. E-banking relies on Internet as its measure delivery channel through which the conduct of banking operations are effected. For instance fund transfer, payment of bills, checking savings account balances, payment of mortgages and purchase of financial instruments and deposits of financial certificates [20] . However, it is difficult to categorically state who enjoys convenience more than the other between the banks and customers; but one paramount thing is that it contributes immensely in increasing efficiency and effectiveness of all banking operations thereby giving convenience to the side of the customers; thus making it possible for customers to carryout transaction in different parts of the country among different banks. This is the reason for the explosive growth of e-banking making it go a long way in the transformation of traditional banking practices [21] . According to Maholtra and Singh [22] , this transformation has led to a paradigm shift in marketing practices and resulting to excellent performances in the banking industry. Service delivery in the banking world can be provided efficiently only where the background parameters are operationally efficient. Efficient background operations may be conducted conditionally if they integrated by electronic system. The essential components making up the system includes data, software, hardware, network and peopleware. Online banking customers derive satisfaction if the system provides them with needed convenience in the cause of transaction with the bank, while relaying on Internet enabled electronic system to facilitate the process of fetching operations result [23] . In an online banking environment, the most significant and critical element to be secured is the customer's information (mainly customer's banking credentials). Hence, the customer (user) is the weakest link in the system and is often vulnerable to attacks. This why the entire online banking system is usually built with very strong security since even, a very slight attack against it could pull down the whole system with devastating effect. Most a times, the context of online banking the bank server is usually built with the strongest security level techniques so as to make it less vulnerable to threats and attacks [24] . The bank's database is usually not kept on a single server, but in parts across the network on different system. This makes a case for distributed database generating high security concerns due to more systems becoming prone to attacks.
In online banking, the probability for the end user to be vulnerable and exposed to threats of attacks by hackers is very hard. A recent study revealed that end-users stand to lose the confidentiality of very critical and important banking information as a result of fraud or any malicious and authorized access to its record [25] . A similar study conducted by Jassal and Sehgal [26] , revealed that the end-user always expresses concerns that his personal data could be corrupted due to the unhealthy activities of viruses, hackers and system crash. These trends could in turn cause end users to lose confidence and trust in maximizing the use of online banking. Other threats against online banking include phishing, pharming, man-in-the-middleattack, man-in-the-browser-attack, and malware attacks. Phishing, entails any activity that makes the user surrender his banking credential or related personal information to fake websites while pharming is concern with the activity of modification of DNS entries which may result in making users to be directed to a wrong website [27] . Man-in-the-middle (MitM) attack is a kind of attack where hackers tend to listing to communication flows between the client and the server by standing in between the sender and receiver so as to access and control information flow causing undue modification and forwarding it to the receiver as a form of threat and this could be avoided using a public key infrastructure (PKI, say a tamper resistant smartcard) with some trusted digital certificate authority issuing matching digital certification that prevents the session from being hijacked [28] . One way attacker use is to involve the pharming attack since it installs malicious code into the system in order to compromise the DNS and redirect users to spoofed websites which has the tendency of trapping customer credentials and provide enabling environment for malicious activities to the detriment of the user [29] . Man-in-thebrowser (MitB) on the other flip clearly depict a scenario where a Trojan horse lunches attacks by redirecting the user to a fake site with the aim of getting access to the customer credential or other useable information and this could be prevented by using an offline smartcard in a card reader so that user credentials a pre-encrypted before they are entered into the browser [30] .
End-users may be concerned with malicious attack since it can "poison" the system's host files and the DNS -and this is made possible since the attacker is able to trap user credentials and other information. In view of the instances cited, security and privacy issues regarding online banking should be handled seriously. This is important so as to develop a comprehensive, reliable and well defined security parameters that give end-users the desired confidence and trust in online banking [31] .
Generally, attacks directed at the banking server are usually not successful except a very common attack, denial of service which ensures that resources never get to the intended users [19] . This happens whenever the network is flooded with request. In other words, it is also referred to a scenario in which a resource, for instance, email or a website that does not seem to be functioning correctly. A user could have the authentication credentials of his account which the hacker is targeting directly. It can itself be hacked using credential stealing attack. It can in many ways be hacked by using credential theft, phishing, pharming and social engineering. In credential stealing attack the user's personal information (used in authentication process) is stolen. This kind of attack can only be successful if a weak authentication is used [32] . Credential stealing employs the use of malicious software to carry out the attack in which case, disruption of the normal operation of the user's computer and gathering of user's sensitive letter is carried out by the malicious software. They are also referred as malware. Malware takes different forms such as script, code, or software. One of the commonly used method of intruding security is termed social engineering [33] . In social engineering, laymen are usually targeted. It has to do with tricking users so as to break into their security. It is imperative that for the attacker to succeed using social engineering, he must gain to an extend the confidence and trust of the user. Social engineers capitalize on the ignorance or weakness and general helplessness on part of the people (user) to inflict damage. An important aspect that also promote social engineering has to do with the peoples laxity in keeping up with modern information technology trends. Social engineering also depend on the fact that online banking users are not well informed about the value of their information and they do not care much about protecting it [19] . These social engineers are always in search of dumpsters to get valuable information, try to memorize access codes and always looking guessable passwords based on the fact that people have a natural flair for choosing password that are related to their date of birth, social security numbers e.t.c. it attacks are made possible because social engineering does not require any technical skill, except some simple trick [19] . Another attack method for accessing username, password, credit card number and other vital information is called Phishing [33] . It takes place when e-mails containing malwares are sent to user's computer. In this case the user is made to trust a fake website that looks exactly the same as the original one and made to log into it. Immediately the user logs onto the fake sight his confidential information disappears phishing uses the log in page of fake website that is similar to the actual website and in most cases, the link of that web page is contained in the e-mail being sent to the user and as soon as the log into that web page all personal information becomes hacked automatically [19] . Supposed after checking your e-mail you discover that there is a message from your bank say, Big Bank, even though you have been getting e-mails from the bank before but this one appears to be suspicious as it threatens to close down your account if you do not reply as soon as possible. This is a clear example of phishing-a known method of online identity theft. Apart from stealing personal and financial data, Phishers have the tendency to infect computers with viruses [31, 32] .
METHODOLOGY

Materials and Methods
The approach used in this research, is the object oriented analysis and design (OOAD) method since the system components captured for the design are closely related and the use of UML as a visual language allows for modelling of processes, software and system in order to clearly express the design of the system architecture.
Interview was administered to 120 bank IT staff and Internet banking customers (32 IT staff and 88 customers) drawn from 21 out of the leading 25 new generation banks in Nigeria. Also, observation of the operations of the existing system was carried out all in a bid to elicit the needed information to develop the new system. In addition, about 40 journal articles relating to Internet banking security were reviewed.
In order to derive the purpose of actualizing the set aim and objectives of this research, Security Framework for Online Banking system was developed. For this research, the framework was actualized using Hypertext Markup Language (HTML5), Cascading Style Sheet (CSS3), JavaScript, PHP, and Structured Query Language (MySQL). In designing the front-end interface, the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML 5), Cascading Style Sheet and JavaScript were used and for the back-end, PHP server side scripting, MySQL runs on the server. The system was tested using XAMPP server.
Building the System
The architecture employed for this system is made up of a complete range of robust high performance client and server platforms with integrated enterprise application and data extendable to banking customers in real-time.
The client system include a Personal Computer (PC). A server is used to maintain connectivity to enterprise resources for the online banking solution that includes the customer's service, standing order and payment of bills.
Also an offline card reader was used to generate customer's RESPONSE; as PKI-tamper resistant smartcard is entered, the customer ID C and the CHALLENGE using cryptographic mechanisms, are encrypted to generate the appropriate RESPONSE string. This RESPOND string so generated together with other banking credentials were encrypted using AES algorithm and this encrypted data are embedded in an 
AES Key
Original Data image using the Least Significant Bit (LSB) algorithm. The choice of the LSB algorithm is not far from its simplicity and being truly secure as it is not easily possible to extract data from the image without the key. This image is used by the client to carry out the banking transaction, thus guarantee that the client's details are securely transmitted over the network. After the process above, the encrypted user details and credentials are then extracted using AES decryption technique after which a validation of the client's credentials is carried out. In general, the CHALLENGE-RESPONSE system would be built upon a tripetite security model which is made up of the SSL (layer 2) tunnel and two other tunnels given one at the IP layer (IPsec) (layer l) and another, the application layer of TCP/IP networks (ALS) (layer 3) as shown in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) .
Analysis of the Existing System
The existing system for online banking requires the user to enter his card details it the system web browser. The information entered is then encrypted with higher end key and the entire encoded details forward and sent to the bank server over the Internet network. However, even the manner of encrypting data and algorithm utilized for the system is certified to have a very high level of security, they could still be hacked by seasoned hackers. It is basically so because the data just got encrypted with a key and it will not be difficult to hack the key. Apart from using encryption mechanism to hide the key, there are no other mechanism to consolidate the hiding of such data. Adding a new stronger, security feature termed one time password (OTP) is provided and sent to a registered mobile phone number tied to the card. All these are to guarantee that any person who uses the card is a legitimate owner and no fake. The generation of OTP, however, does not take place on specified international sites and because of network problems in many cases. Given such events the user is expected to turn to the use of his master key so as to complete the transaction. One major snag of using the master key has to do with the fact that there is no OTP generation pattern for the given transaction so, hacking the master card may be utilized for so many fraudulent and malicious transactions. 
Analysis of the Proposed System
This system deals with preventing fraud using cryptography for the encryption user card details and other banking credentials in conjunction with steganography hiding the encrypted details in an image which is responsible for actualizing the transaction. The steganographic mechanism used prevents the possibility of hacking customer credentials which is a major drawback of the existing system. Also, customer credentials are never sent directly into the browser before encryption. This is because pre-exposing user credentials makes them vulnerable to Trojan, man-in-thebrowser-attack and so many other related attacks; instead credentials are first encrypted in the card reader before entering them for transaction.
The security strength and improvement of the new system is based on strengthen SSL tunnel with two other tunnelsan arrangement which put one at the IP layer and another at the application layer of TCP/IP networks.
UML Modeling for the Proposed System
The unified modeling language (UML) was used in capturing and modeling some of the functionalities and artifacts in the application. This is because the UML serves as a visual language that provides a means to visualize, construct and document the artifacts of software systems. The use case diagram used for the system is contained in Fig. 3 .
The Use Case UML diagram for the Proposed Challenge-Response security system is shown in Fig. 3 .
Process Model for the Proposed System
Step 1: Connect browser to sever.
Step 2: Enter account number
If account number exist in database Then, Server supplies CHALLENGE# Else, the message, Invalid account number is prompted
Step 3: Insert smart card into card reader.
Step4: Enter PIN# to authenticate smart card. If PIN# is correct Then a welcome message is prompted
Else the message incorrect PIN# is displayed
Step 5: Enter CHALLENGE# into smart card.
Step 6: Enter encoded "Response" If "RESPONSE" match CHALLENGE# Then customer is authenticated. Else GOTO step 2. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
From Fig. 5 shows the challenge prompt page, was obtained by successfully entering the customer account number in the account confirmation page. After a successful login, the bank server gets the account number and then checks to ascertain its validity in the database, if it is a valid account number the server supplies CHALLENGE (N) which is bound to the account number it received, otherwise an error message is prompted.
The RESPONSE string confirmation page as shown in Fig. 6 was obtained by entering the CHALLENGE (N) obtained, into the offline smartcard and encrypting it with the customer identity (IDc). The RESPONSE string could only come from that specific customer device and could only be based on the use of that particular bank-issued smartcard. This encrypted message (using AES and encryption key using RSA) (RESPONSE string) is embedded in an image generated and sent to the web bank server and upon receipt, bank authentication serer decrypts the stego-image containing the data, extract the data, decrypts it and validate the image using the shared secret key and compares the result with what the customer has sent. If there is a match with prestored details in the database, then the customer is authenticated in to Transaction page, which is in conformity with the assertion of [34] who stated that building a trusted and secured environment entails crating a ChallengeResponse scheme that authenticates both the customer and the bank. Clearly, it can however be deduced from Fig. 7 that all the steps taken (from entering customer account number to RESPONSE string generation) aimed at making customers data at the transaction page secured. At the transaction page therefore, a high level of authenticity, confidentiality, integrity and nonrepudiation is thus maintained in accordance with assertion of [16] who stated that any Internet banking system must provide authentication, confidentiality integrity and nonrepudiation. Furthermore, Fig. 8 which is the Account summary table, was obtained by selecting and clicking the account summary option in the transaction page menu. The account summary displays the result of transaction (for instance money transfer) carried out by the customer. It displays the account number, name of the customer, phone number, amount transferred, the day and date of such transfer including the time the transaction was carried out. The result in Fig. 8 is in accordance with the assertion of [34] who stated that every transaction made in a secure environment is traceable and verifiable, and so, cannot in any way be denied by either of the parties involved.
In addition to authentication and nonrepudiation, confidentiality and integrity have been built up in the research. The environment has thus been shown to counter all forms of credential-stealing and Channel-breaking attacks.
CONCLUSION
Implementing the tripartite security model of this research serves to offer safe and secure ebanking platform in which case, transactions are secured from all forms of threats and malicious attacks moreover, the use of steganographic mechanisms further consolidates security of data on transit within the network. Finally, the use of hard token public key infrastructure (PKI) offline card readers to provide mutual authentication ensures that only qualified persons can access the system. The use of smart card however, prestores and encrypts customer credentials to generate the RESPONSE string which prevents credentials stealing attacks and man-in-the browser attacks since credentials are not directly entered into the web browser, but are entered only in an encrypted form (the response string, and transits as a stego-image within the network).
Contribution to Knowledge
Students on research in the area of information security and building security for Internet banking systems can review the study and expand further on it. The results of this study will enable banks to critically assess their services, their competitor service, determine the extent of matching key factors in Internet customer expectations and identify areas and means for possible improvements.
